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Abstract. Stability of SDN is a central problem of the investigation. There
are lots of methods to analyse systems, one of them is to use the stochastic

analysis. This approach are more accurate and give us the best solution of
optimization [1, 2]. In current article we use Kolmogorov equation to find
out the optimal parameters of system in various conditions.It also helps us to

predict the productivity of the networks and to build the self-defined networks
with the ability to rebuilt or restore their operation automatically. To solve
this problem, it is necessary to describe all possible conditions for system
with automatic rebuilding or restoring and without these characteristics. The

important part of the research is to implement the graph theory and on its
base to build the mathematical model of the whole system. Then the methods
of stochastic analysis using Kolmogorov equation solve the problem of the
system elements productivity. At the end of this approach we obtain the

accurate probabilities for each condition. The significance of the method in
such problems lies in the fact that we can create on it base the automatic
algorithm for complex networks with the vast amount of conditions.

1. Introduction

Nowadays the world is changing so fast and its components alters as well. One
of the essential element is networks. They bring us a new way of life and make
it easier.however, using the networks, communicational systems, we got a list of
problems and some of them is based on the efficiency, reliability and other aspects
of stability. control and estimation of the network reliability are central problem
in networks researches. Thats why, its significant to study the methods and al-
gorithms for researching the network. Most accurate and useful methods imply
mathematical apparatus, for instance, mathematical modelling, optimal control
theory, graph theory, mathematical statistics and stochastic analysis. Modern
networks are complex structures with random events and processes. Therefore, in
this context the probability theory can help us to solve the wide spectrum of prob-
lems. If to say more concrete, we consider Markov process in our study. Modern
communicational systems enroot SDN self-defined networks. They have several
advantages in comparison with traditional networks, but, as we understand, they
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also have some disadvantages and our research lies definitely in this field: to find
out how to solve problems with these negative aspects.

2. SDN network mathematical modelling

Let consider the SDN network based on principles and architecture used for
building those kind of networks. Also let the network consists of one server and
two switchers. As well-known, in SDN the switchers have limited option list and
all control functions, routing and other operations lies on SDN controller. SDN
controller is a technically complex device for the network, so it’s important to keep
it in online mode and we need to minimize the errors and the faults. Reservation is
one of the method that can help us to solve the problem of the faults and unstable
processing SDN network.

In previous study [3] we made some assumptions: If one route is offline, the sys-
tem stays stable; the SDN network is unworkable if SDN controller or all switchers
are offline; at the same time only one server is fault; the restore time of controller
is more than the restore time of switchers. We also defined the list of conditions
for the network: system is online; one switcher is fault; two switchers are fault;
restoring switcher if the server is online; restoring two switchers if the server is
online; server is offline; server and switcher are offline; server and two switchers
are offline; restoring controller; controller from set of servers is unworkable.

When we talk about SDN networks, it’s significant to realize in which conditions
the system isn’t stable. Looking at the list of conditions we can say: system is
unworkable in 9th and 10th condition.

3. Transfers between conditions in SDN

Let’s first of all look at the links between these defined conditions. (look at [4]
or Figure 1 below).

Using all these links and elements of graph theory, we can obtain the state graph
for system without reservation ([4]) and state graph for the system with reservation
(Figure 2). Notice that system with reservation has one more condition: SDN
controller from the set of servers is unworkable.

Further using the algorithm from [4] and the state graph for system with reser-
vation we can write the equations that will help us to define the probabilities for
each state in considered Markov process [7, 8, 9].
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Figure 1. Transfers between conditions in SDN with description

Therefore, we obtain the following system of Kolmogorov differential equations:

dP1(t)
dt = −(2λsw + λsr)P1 + µP3 + µP4 + µP8,

dP2(t)
dt = λswP1 − (λ0 + λsr)P2,

dP3(t)
dt = λswP1 − (λ0 + λsr)P3,

dP4(t)
dt = λ0P2 − µP4,

dP5(t)
dt = λ0P3 − µP5,

dP6(t)
dt = λsrP1 − (2λsw + λ0 + λsr)P6,

dP7(t)
dt = λsrP2 + λswP6 − (λ0 + λsr)P7,

dP8(t)
dt = λsrP3 + λswP6 − (λ0 + λsr)P8,

dP9(t)
dt = λ0P6 + λ0P7 − λ0P8 − µP9 + λ0P10,

dP10(t)
dt = λsrP6 + λsrP7 − λsrP8 − λ0P10.

(3.1)
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Figure 2. State graph for SDN with reservation

The solution of this system could be obtained by well-known algorithm for dif-
ferential equations systems. However, we can simplify the calculation if notice: in
this network there is a stationary Markov process, so then dPi = 0, i.e. probabili-
ties aren’t changing through the time.

Now we overwrite the left-side of the equations to zero and put in system
normalization condition:

n∑
i=0

Pi = 1.

Thus, we obtain:
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−(2λsr)P1 + µP3 + µP4 + µP8 = 0,

λswP1 − (λ0 + λsr)P2 = 0,

λswP1 + (λ0 + λsr)P3 = 0,

λ0P2 − µP4 = 0,

λ0P3 − µP5 = 0,

λsrP1 − (2λsw + λ0 + λsr)P6 = 0,

λsrP2 + λswP6 − (λ0 + λsr)P7 = 0,

λsrP3 + λswP6 − (λ0 + λsr)P8 = 0,

λsrP6 + λsrP7 − λ0P8 − µP9 + λ0P10 = 0,

λsrP6 + λsrP7 + λsrP8 − λ0P10 = 0.

(3.2)

The last system of differential equations can be simplified, because some of
probabilities are equal.

Thereby, we have:

λswP1 − (λ0 + λsr)P2 = 0,

λ0P2 − µP4 = 0,

λsrP1 − (2λsw + λ0 + λsr)P6 = 0,

λsrP2 + λswP6 − (λ0 + λsr)P7 = 0,

λ0P6 + 2λ0P7 − µP9 + λ0P10 = 0,

λswP6 + 2λsrP7 − λ0P10 = 0,

P1 + 2P2 + 2P4 + P6 + 2P7 + P9 + P10 = 1.

(3.3)

To find out the solution, we involve Mathcad where define matrix X and vector
Y . Moreover, if we have the intensity points, we obtain the accurate probabilities
for each state, illustrated on Figure 3.

Figure 3. Current probabilities for the states
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Thus, every complex network can be simulated by mathematical modelling
and applying the stochastic analysis to investigation of efficiency and reliability
networks. As a result, we obtain accurate characteristics.
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